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ABSTRACT 

Semiconductor frontend fabs are very complex manufacturing systems. Typically, the bottleneck of such 

a fab is the photolithography area because of its highly expensive equipment and the huge number of re-

quired secondary resources – the so called reticles. A reticle (mask) is needed to structure different layers 

of integrated circuits on the wafers. The reticles can be moved between the equipment with regard to sev-

eral constraints. This paper examines the benefits of a solver-based reticle allocation in comparison to a 

classical rule-based heuristic. In a first part, several simulation experiments are performed on the basis of 

representative test data. The second part presents results from real world application. Thereby it is shown, 

that the new approach shows significant improvements of different key performance indicators (KPIs).  

1 INTRODUCTION 

Most of the practice-oriented scheduling tasks are NP-hard optimization problems (Brucker 2004). Hence, 

for solving complex scheduling problems, a lot of heuristics and decomposition methods were developed 

and investigated. A comprehensive overview of several of such approaches can be found for instance in 

Gupta and Sivakumar (2002) or Ovacik and Uzsoy (1997). Thereby, problem-specific heuristics in com-

bination with simulation and scheduling systems have shown the best efficiency. 

 In this paper the lithography area of a high mix – low volume semiconductor fabrication is investigat-

ed. Usually the photolithography area is a bottleneck work center of a wafer fab because of its highly ex-

pensive machines and its complex process constraints (cf. Chung and Huang 2008). So, an effective plan-

ning of the photolithography area will have a high practical relevance for the whole fab. Generally, in this 

process a resist is structured to act as a direct mask for subsequent structuring of the underlying substrate 

material. The photolithography process comprises several sub-processes. Firstly, adhesives are added and 

moisture is removed from the surface. This is followed by a resist coating, the exposure process and the 

development of the resist. Finally, there is a curing and an inspection of the resist. The main photolithog-

raphy process is the exposure. Here a reticle (mask) is used to structure a resist layer with the desired cir-

cuit pattern. So, for every new layer with a changing pattern, the reticle has to be changed. Since integrat-

ed circuits are commonly created layer by layer, many cycles of these photolithography processes are 

performed. Taking into account that channel widths are more and more shrinking, the layer-to-layer 

alignment, called vertical dedication in the following, is increasingly important for achieving a respecta-

ble yield. Even equal lenses are individually slightly different in their characteristics. For this, some wafer 

always has to be processed on the same lithography unit. Due to the fact, that the reticle is really expen-

sive, mostly only one reticle for each type of structure exist. Also the process time can vary between two 
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allowed machines, because some machines are older and some are newer and the process speed is in-

creased for newer generations of lithography machines. Furthermore, additional costs can occur, if a send 

ahead lot or wafer is necessary. More detailed information about such a lithography area can be found in 

Mönch et al. 2001.  

One of the keys for reaching good KPIs in the lithography area is an effective management of reticle- 

and lot-to-tool allocations with regard to the presented process constraints. For this, a new approach based 

on iteratively solved mixed integer programs is presented in the following.  

 The paper is structured as follows. In section 2 the problem is described and the simulation model and 

the objectives are presented. Section 3 is used to define the mixed integer programming model. In section 

4 the test setup is presented and afterwards in section 5 the results are shown. A short information about 

the practical usage is given in section 6 and a short conclusion is done in section 7.  

2 PROBLEM DESCRIPTION 

The underlying scheduling problem is a single operation problem with unrelated parallel machines, re-

lease dates, setups, dedications and secondary resources. Such problems can often be found in cases 

where not only a machine but also additional equipment (secondary resources) is needed for production. 

In the presented case, the secondary resources are the reticles. For the rest of the paper it is assumed that: 

exactly one secondary resource is needed for processing a job (lot); each secondary resource exists only 

one time; and different jobs can require the same secondary resource. So, secondary resources can also be 

defined as product families. In the α | β | γ notation of Graham et al. (1979), extended by Pinedo 2008  

and Baptiste et al. 2001, this problem can be written as Rm | rij, s, pij, aux, Mi | O, where O is one of the ob-

jectives, defined in the following sections. 

2.1 Problem Parameter 

The scheduling problem consists of the following elements (with regard to the specificities of the lithog-

raphy area): 

 

 n different secondary resources Fi (i=1,…,n), where every secondary resource/family includes 

ni jobs, 

 m different parallel machines Mk (k = 1,…,m), 

 A dedication matrix {0,1}n mD  , which specifies permitted and disabled machines for each 

product. Also Dk := { i | Dik = 1} is the set of products permitted for processing on machine Mk. 

In the same manner, Di:= {k | Dik = 1} is the set of machines permitted for processing family 

Fi, 

 pik > 0 is the processing time for a job of product family Fi on machine Mk if Dik = 1, 

 Each job j has a release date rj and a due date dj, 

 s > 0 is the setup time, which occurs, if on a machine the processing with the secondary re-

source changes, 

 Each job j has a priority jp. This priority is important for scheduling,  

 A job j of the family Fi can be vertical dedicated. In this case, the job can be only processed on 

a special machine out of the set Di, 

 For all combinations of secondary resource Fi and permitted machines Di a time dependent 

cost function c
R
 is defined, which set the cost for production of a product from type Fi on a 

machine from the set Di. These cost occur if a family needs a send ahead lot, for example. 

 

 Now the challenge is to generate a valid schedule with the primary goal of a good load balancing on 

the machines and to hold the operational due date. The creation of a schedule is done by a DES-system 

(discrete event simulation system) with a practicable dispatching rule. 
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2.2 Adapted Simulation Model with Simplifications 

A simulation model is built up to generate schedules for this problem class. The used DES-system is the 

simcron MODELLER. Here the needed constraints for example for the secondary resources are imple-

mented. The important processing constraints are: 

 

 Secondary resource constraints: 

o A secondary resource has to be assigned to the machine, where the associated jobs are to 

be processed, 

o Only one secondary resource for each type exists, so only one machine can be equipped 

with this resource at a time, 

o A secondary resource can be stored in a central storage system or in a machine. 

 Machine constraints: 

o Each machine can hold a predefined number of reticles at an instant of time, whereby on-

ly one of these secondary resources is used for processing, 

o The job capacity of a machine is one, so only one job can be processed at a time. 

 Setup constraints: 

o A setup time s occurs, if the setup state of a machine has to be changed to another sec-

ondary resource. This setup time s depends on where the new secondary resource is lo-

cated. If the new used secondary resource is hold in the same machine, than the setup 

time s is small, otherwise the setup time s is higher, because the secondary resource has 

to be transported to the machine.  

 Processing constraints: 

o The processing time depends also on the cost function cR
. This cost function has an effect 

on the real processing time and an additional delay after finishing on a lithography ma-

chine. For example, if a send ahead lot is necessary, the processing time doubles and an 

additional delay of five hours is inserted in which the lot is measured. 

2.3 Objectives 

To measure the performance of the tested scheduling approaches, the following objectives are used: 

 

 Tardiness Tj = max(0,cj – dj) 

 Lateness Lj = cj – dj 

 Cycle time Cj = cj – rj 

 Flow factor FFj = pj / Cj 

 Equipment utilization Uk 

 Number of setups / reticle moves 

 

Thereby, cj is the completion time, dj is the (operational) due date, pj is the process time and rj is the 

release time from job j. Also, the operating curve is analyzed. The operating curve represents the relation-

ship between the utilization and the flow factor. To fit the curve, the following function is used, where x is 

the utilization and f(x) is the corresponding flow factor: 

 

( ) 1 0 1
1

x
f x x

x
   


. 

 

Here,  is defined as a variability coefficient. The lower   is, the better is the work center balanced. 

To fit such an operating curve, for each logical work center, tuples are generated. For this the simulated 

time is divided into time slots (e.g. 1 day) and then for all machines the average utilization and for all lots 
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which are processed within this time slot on these machines the average flow factor is calculated. For 

these points the  which fits the points best is calculated and the curves are drawn. 

2.4 Used Dispatching Rule 

DES systems mostly work with dispatching rules like FIFO/SPT or due date related rules like EDD (ear-

liest due date) or ODD (operational due date, cf. Rose 2003). Within this paper a practicable dispatching 

rule was generated to get good schedules regarding to the priority, cost function and number of setups. In 

this section, this dispatching rule – called PrioODD – is described in a short way. This is done from the 

viewpoint of the scheduler within the used DES system. This scheduler tries to put jobs from a queue to 

an allowed machine. Thereby, the first job in the queue is used first and after this the other jobs are tried 

in their order. Each job j gets a priority value jprio, dependent on the job priority jp and the operational due 

date dj. This priority value is build up in the following way: 

prio where max( )p j j
j

j j K d K d     

 With this construct it is ensured that the jobs j are firstly sorted with their priority jp and secondly with 

increasingly operational due date dj. All jobs are sorted in the queue in the order of their priority value, so 

a priority and operational due date scheduling is ensured. Now, the scheduler tries to put the first job j (of 

family Fi) from the queue (job with highest priority jprio) to the machine m. Next to the priority calcula-

tion, the rule logic needs to be explained. This is done in Figure 1. 

 

 
 

Figure 1: Used dispatching rule in the simulation model 

Is j vertical dedicated to m?

Is reticle from Fi located in m?

Is reticle from Fi located in the central

storage system?

Allow

Refuse

Is the workload from machine where the
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the defined bound?

no

no

no

Is the cost-benefit

ratio good?

Exist another machine

with better cost-benefit

ratio?

Is the cost-benefit ratio

in mo better than in m?

Is cost-benefit ratio on 

machine mo good?

Is the cost-benefit ratio
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no

no

no

yes

yes

no

no

yes
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yes

yes

yes

START
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 Here a workload bound is defined, which is used in the way, that a machine can submit a reticle to 

another machine, if its workload is too high. With this bound a manual intervention as it occurs in a real 

environment is simulated. 

 The complexity of the flow chart already shows the complexity of the investigated reference rule. If a 

job j of family Fi is refused within this rule, the next allowed machine for this family Fi is tested with the 

same rule. Only if all machines have refused this job, the next job j (regarding priority jprio) is tested. 

This rule primarily aims on the minimization of setups – whereby the cost function is observed. The 

ODD part in the sorting algorithm observes tardiness and lateness. Even if this (relatively) intuitive rule, 

significantly differs from the much more complex fab rule it is still a good reference for rule based deci-

sion making. 

3 MIXED INTEGER PROGRAMMING MODEL 

In this section, the simulation model using the dispatching rule defined in section 2.4 is improved by an 

additional capacity allocation step, based on mixed integer programming (MIP). For this step only “static” 

information are necessary. The capacity allocation step is called secondary resource planner (SRP) in the 

following. It statically assigns the reticles to the equipment. To get an dynamic schedule, the SRP is 

called cyclic from the DES model and the received information (which reticle has to be assigned to which 

machine) is used in the simulation model until the next process call. The underlying MIP model for the 

SRP is first published in Klemmt et al. 2010. A more detailed description is given in Klemmt 2012. Nev-

ertheless, in this paper the used MIP model is described in detail in the following section. Thereby, some 

changes are done, to fit the problem defined in section 2. 

3.1 Required Information 

The needed information for the SRP can be divided into static and dynamic information. The static infor-

mation is not time dependent; this means it is independent from the current scheduling state. In contrast to 

this, the dynamic information changes in dependence of the scheduling state. The following parameters 

are used in the SRP: 

 

 Static parameters: 

 

kD  Set of all secondary resources, allowed for machine k M  

vkp  Processing time for one job of secondary resource 
kv D on machine k M  

 

 Dynamic parameters: 

 

vkn  Number of vertical dedicated jobs for secondary resource 
kv D on machine k M  

vkl  Secondary resource 
kv D is located on machine k M , than 

vkl = 1, else 
vkl = 0 

ku  Remaining processing time for machine k M  

vw  Cumulated number of jobs for secondary resource v  

J
vc  Cumulated job priority for secondary resource v  

J
vkc  Cumulated job priority for secondary resource 

kv D  on machine k M  (where 0vkn  ) 

SR
vkc  Cost to allocate secondary resource 

kv D  to machine k M  
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 Furthermore, the values J
vc and J

vkc are used to calculate the value max
vkc  which defines the maximum 

job priorities of secondary resource v  which can be processed on machine k , where the vertical dedica-

tion is considered: 
max

( , )l

J J
vk v vk

l M l k v D

c c c
  

   . 

3.2 Variables 

To define a mixed integer capacity planning algorithm, unknown variables have to be defined: 

 

vkQ   Number of jobs from secondary resource 
kv D , which should be processed on ma-

chine k M , 

{0,1}vkD   Secondary resource 
kv D is assigned to machine k M , 0 otherwise, 

{0,1}kI   Machine k M is assigned at least one secondary resource, 0 otherwise, 

UB   Upper bound for the maximum workload over all machines. 

 

With the defined parameters and the unknowns the mixed integer based capacity planning model can 

be formulated. Thereby, this model is divided into three stages, where each stage uses the result from the 

previous stage.  

3.3 Stage 1 

The first optimization objective is to find the reticle – machine combinations which have the highest posi-

tive impact on the cost-benefit ratio. To achieve this goal the first optimization model is constructed in the 

following way: 

 

Optimization model 1 
max( ) min subject to

k

SR
vk vk vk

k M v D

c c D
 

    (1) 

( , )

,

l

vk vl v k

l M l k v D

Q n w k M v D
  

     (2) 

,vk vk v kQ D w k M v D    (3) 

,vk vk kD Q k M v D    (4) 

( )

1

k

vk

k M v D

D v F
 

   (5) 

 

The objective function (1) has the goal to optimize the work in progress in this way that as many high 

priority jobs are allocated with as low cost as possible. With equation (2) the maximum number of jobs 

which can be allocated to a secondary resource – machine combination is set. Constraint (3) forces that 

vkD has to be 1 if this allocation is used. Vice versa equation (4) assures that jobs are allocated if 1vkD  . 

The last constraint (5) ensures that each secondary resource is only used once. Now optimization model 1 

has to be solved and *
vkD  is an optimal solution. Than the value *

Cz  is the best objective value, defined as: 

 
* max *: ( )

k

R
C vk vk vk

k M v D

z c c D
 

   . 
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With this solution, the set of all secondary resources *SR  where the priority value is higher than the 

cost on at least one machine can be defined as follows: 

 
* *: { | 1, , }vk kSR v F D k M v D      , 

 

 where *
Cz and 

*SR  are now used in the second stage of the capacity planning model. 

 

3.4 Stage 2 

This stage is used to maximize the number of allocated jobs.  

 

Optimization model 2 

max subject to

k

vk

k M v D

Q
 

   (6) 

*

max *( ) ,

k

R
vk vk vk C

k M v D SR

c c D z
  

    (7) 

and (2) – (5).  

 

 The objective function (6) is used to reach the goal of maximizing the number of allocated jobs. 

Thereby, equation (7) ensures that the optimized allocation cost *
Cz  from stage 1 is held for all secondary 

resources of the set 
*SR . If *

vkQ is an optimal solution for this second stage, the objective value *
Pz  is de-

fined as: 
* *:

k

P vk

k M v D

z Q
 

   , 

 

 where *
Pz  and the results from the first stage is used in the last stage as input parameters. 

3.5 Stage 3 

The optimization model in this stage has the objective to balance the load over all machines and in the 

same way, to ensure, that all machines have a reticle and the number of reticle moves is reduced within 

this stage. 

 

Optimization model 3 
max

1 2(( ) ) min subject to

k

U SR
k vk vk vk vk

k M k M v D

B I c c K l K D
  

         (8) 

k

vk k

v D

D nI k M


   (9) 

k

vk k

v D

D I k M


   (10) 

* *

k

vk P

k M v D

Q z
 

   (11) 

k

U
vk vk k

v D

Q p u B k M


    (12) 

and (2) – (5) and (7).  
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 The multi-criteria objective function (8) is used to ensure that the maximal workload UB over all ma-

chines is minimized. Concurrently the number of used machines kI has to be maximized. Also the number 

of reticle moves should be reduced with the last summand while the cost are also considered. Thereby the 

values K1 and K2 are scaling factors. The maximum workload is limited by constraint (12). Equation (11) 

has the effect that the result from the second stage is held. The parameter kI  is limited by the constraints 

(9) and (10).  

 The result from this third stage of the secondary resource planner is an allocation vkD , which assigns 

secondary resources to machines. The allocation is further used in the described simulation model. 

4 TEST SETUP 

This section describes how the secondary resource allocation model is integrated into the simulation mod-

el presented in the second section. Furthermore, the test instances are described in a short way. 

4.1 Implementation 

The secondary resource planner is called cyclic within the simulation model. This means, every X minutes 

in the simulation time the described mixed integer model is called and the result from this model is used 

within the simulation model (see Figure 2, X > 0). Thereby, the capacity planning algorithm can get fore-

cast information for jobs which arrive at the work center within the next time.  

 

 

Figure 2: Implementation of secondary resource planner 

 Because of the secondary resource allocation through the MIP model, the dispatching rule utilized in 

the simulation model can be designed easier. From the viewpoint of the scheduler, each job which asks 

for processing is allowed on a machine. This is because the result from the capacity planning model is in-

terpreted in the way that only assigned machines are allowed for a secondary resource. Non-assigned ma-

chines are disabled for a secondary resource family. So, this dispatching rule is much simpler than the 

rule described in section 2.5. 

4.2 Test Instances 

To test the described method, practice orientated test instances or benchmarks are generated. As a role 

model for this, a high-mix low-volume semiconductor industry area was used. As described in the begin-

ning, the lithography area, where reticles are the secondary resources, is used. The test instances are gen-

erated similar to the test instances in Doleschal et al. 2013. To get more practice orientated test instances, 

the number of reticles and jobs as well as the release dates are directly retrieved from the cooperating in-

dustry partner. For this, the data from about six weeks is retrieved and used within the benchmark. The 

dedication matrix is generated randomly, with regard to the degrees of freedom existing in the underlying 

manufacturing system. Also, the process times are generated this way, assuming that the theoretical total 

utilization of the machines are 60%, 70% or 80%. This utilization is just a lower bound, because no setup 

times and additional process times due to the cost function is considered. The cost function is generated 

Simulation model

Secondary resource
planner

Time + X min
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randomly. Also the process times can be homogenously or heterogeneously distributed over the allowed 

machines. In summary, 30 test instances are generated, where each combination of utilization and ho-

mogenous or heterogeneous process time is generated 5 times. The following methods are tested: 

 

 MIP20
0
, MIP20

60
, MIP20

120
, MIP60

120
, 

 PrioODD 20, PrioODD 50, PrioODD 100. 

 

Thereby the MIP rules are the dispatching rules using the SRP where the lower value describes the 

time interval between two SRP runs. The upper value describes the forecast horizon (look ahead). The  

lower value for  PrioODD defines the workload bound.  

5 RESULTS 

Now the results for the used methods and benchmarks are presented. Here the average tardiness, cycle 

time, lateness and flow factor are calculated for all lots. The utilization and the standard deviation for the 

utilization are calculated for all machines in a defined time interval, where the processing is stable (for the 

6 weeks in the benchmark, week 2 – 5 is used). The average number of setups is calculated for the whole 

simulation time. All bar figures are normalized to the result gained by the dispatching rule PrioODD 100. 

Figure 3 shows the results for all test instances. 

 

 
Figure 3: Normalized results for all scheduling methods and all test instances 

 

This graphic shows that the mixed integer method performs significantly better. All time and lot 

based objectives like tardiness, cycle time, lateness and flow factor could be reduce. Only the number of 

setups increases slightly. The SRP approach performs better if it is called more often and a forecast hori-

zon is considered. Also, the utilization is increased slightly whereby the standard deviation is decreased – 

so the equipment are more balanced. The average lot stock correlates the same way. According to the def-

inition of lateness, the lateness could also get negative values. In Figure 3 all lateness results are positive, 

which means, over all test instances the jobs are too late according to their due date in average for all 

methods. For test instances with a low total utilization the values for lateness could also be negative.  

 But not only the average values for the lateness is important, also the spread of the lateness values for 

each lot has to be regarded. So, in Figure 4 the distribution of the lateness for one example (utilization = 

60%) is shown. That means, it shows how good the lots meat the operational due date (marked as 0). Here 

the MIP methods also have a better distribution compared to the dispatching rule. 
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Figure 4: Distribution of the lateness for one benchmark (utilization of 60%, homogenous process times) 

 

 As described in section 2.3 operating curves are used to represent the variability in a work center. 

Such an operating curve is shown Figure 5. The used test instance has an theoretical utilization of 80% 

and heterogeneous process times. The x-axis shows the average utilization and the y-axis the average flow 

factor.  

 

 
 

Figure 5: Operating curves for a test instance with 80% utilization and heterogeneous process times. 

 

Overall the described mixed integer based capacity algorithm gains very good results with this practi-

cal orientated test instances. Also the used dispatching rule PrioODD generates practicable schedules, 

whereby the dispatching rule needs fewer reticle moves.  
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6 PRACTICAL EXPERIENCE 

Even if the presented approach above, differs from implementation in the fab, it is still a good reference. 

It helps in understanding the system performance (coupling static and dynamic methods), in parameteriz-

ing variables (rescheduling intervals, look ahead, queue length parameters etc.) and in evaluating optimi-

zation potentials (estimated throughput, cycle time, lateness effects).  

 Implementing this approach in the real fab comes along with a lot of additional challenges. On the 

one hand the model has to be extended for handling some constraints which are not discussed in the paper 

(e.g. existence of reticles copies; much more complex cost function; transportation policies; inclusion of 

previous decisions). On the other hand the integration of such an approach into fab logic should not be 

underestimated (online replicated repositories for dispatching system, rule backups etc.). But even if the 

“installation effort” is high, it is legitimated by the reached results. After turning on the advanced SRP all 

KPIs nearly show the behavior as estimated in Figure 5.   

7 CONCLUSION  

In the past simulation and mathematical methods were often competing offers for planning and control of 

manufacturing processes. But it has shown that both traditional methods – discrete event simulation as 

well as mathematical programming (i.e. mixed integer programming) – as a single application are not 

suitable to solve more complex problems. Simulation typically works rules based and time directed which 

is limiting optimization options. Dynamic mathematical programming formulations often fail due to com-

plexity. But the combination of both approaches has the ability to solve complex practical problems. The 

principle is the alternate use of simulation and mathematical optimization to use the advantages of both 

methods (static exact optimization and dynamic simulation). On the example of the reticle allocation 

management in the lithography area it is shown, that an online application of such an approach is possible 

for the operational planning and control. Even if the implementation effort is high, the runtime effort is 

reduced drastically (e.g. optimization time). Benchmark investigation as well as practical experiences 

show, that the combined approach significantly outperforms classical rule based dispatch approaches for 

nearly all considered objectives.  
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